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INTRODUCTION: DYSFUNCTIONAL FINANCE
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After at least three decades where mainstream laissez-faire economics served to mold banking regulation and public policies as a whole, the financial system collapsed, pushing the world economy to the brink of the abyss. Suddenly, economists, central banks, and the government were forced to acknowledge how dysfunctional the characteristics of the world financial system were. In a system where profitability was tantamount to efficiency, it became clear that, even without considering implicit subsidies like deposit insurance and lending of last resort, banking is not as profitable as it seems and maybe is not profitable at all (Haldane 2010) . It is also clear that big banks had amassed such colossal political power that they captured everything in their path, including regulators and government (Kay 2009 ). So much for financial market efficiency.
All mainstream conclusions supposedly carved in stone are now suspicious. This is already true in practice, as policymakers were forced to follow different directions. The new situation also encouraged a revival of old debates such as the long-abandoned question of whether it is effective to use deficit spending policies to spur economic growth and how to fund them. The resumption of functional finance (hereafter also FF)-that started even before the crisis (Goodhart 1998; Arestis and Sawyer 2003; Colander 2003; Forstater 2003) -is now widespread (Tcherneva 2008; Wray 2009c; Aspromourgos 2014) . The expression was coined by Abba Lerner in 1943 reflecting the growing awareness of the policy implications of Keynes's General Theory. Lerner believed that the public budget should not only fulfil its traditional allocative tasks but should also address the problem of the stabilization of the cyclical trend of the economy. According to this theory, public finance should be functional to the long-term development of the system. As Keynes pointed out (Aspromourgos 2014) , FF is an idea more than a policy, a way to look at the role of the State and not a ready-made set of tools to deploy. This is very interesting because it allows the use of FF to reassess a number of theoretical debates. In particular, FF encourages economics to reconsider the nature of money with all the due consequences about public debt, inflation, the role of central banks, and so on. We will deal with all these issues as far as they are "functional" to establish the conceptual framework in which we discuss practical alternatives to the mainstream policies. All in all we will deepen historical economic controversies to show that there is a basic consistency in all the issues that the two theoretical frameworks face on the basis of their theory of money. Starting with policy implications of alternative views on the nature of money, we deal with monetary and fiscal policy, central banking institutional design, the nature of inflation, and the role of the State. We reach the conclusion that after the crisis "fiscal dominance" is not a subjective stance of the government or monetary authorities, it is a structural feature of the world economy.
ALL THAT GLITTERS IS NOT MONEY
Given that an economic system without money is nowhere to be seen, one could ask why on earth we have university courses like "monetary economics" as though we could have a "non-monetary" economics. The explanation is the endless rule of the quantity theory of money.
How much continuity/discontinuity is retrievable between the classical school and modern mainstream economics is a matter of long and hot debates among historians and economists alike.
In the field of money, we can state that continuity prevails, as Napoleoni pointed out: "through the theory of money it is possible to underline a strong affinity between Ricardo and marginalist economics, and an equally strong opposition to Marx at both those positions" (Boffito 1973, IX; our translation) . This is because the classical school, such as the modern mainstream economic paradigm, is based on Say's Law and the quantity theory of money (hereafter also QTM). The core aspect of QTM is that in a market economy use-values still prevail and money is only an efficient way to allow for use-values circulation. Hence money is a neutral veil and a general economic crisis is impossible. At the end of the day, capitalism is not qualitatively different from the most primitive society conceivable.
The best demonstration that classical and modern orthodox theories agree in the monetary field is that they reach the same policy prescriptions. For our purposes the most relevant are the following: inflation is a monetary phenomenon with no connection with real economy; the need for independent central banks; rules rather than discretion in economic policies; the Barro-Ricardo Equivalence (BRE); inefficacy of fiscal policy; and the deposit multiplier as a faithful description of how banks work. 2 We will show how all these different aspects of the debate on the right economic policies are linked to the nature of money.
In Smith and Ricardo, money is the result of historical selection-linked to the division of laboramong different commodities. Smith (1776 Smith ( [2007 , 22-23) says:
"… every prudent man in every period of society, after the first establishment of the division of labour, must naturally have endeavoured to manage his affairs in such a manner as to have at all times by him, besides the peculiar produce of his own industry, a certain quantity of some one commodity or other, such as he imagined few people would be likely to refuse in exchange for the produce of their industry. Many different commodities, it is probable, were successively both thought of and employed for this purpose. In the rude ages of society, cattle are said to have been the common instrument of commerce… In all countries, however, men seem at last to have been determined by irresistible reasons to give the preference, for this employment, to metals above every other commodity"
If we accept Smith's explanation that gold was the fittest commodity to become money in the process of natural selection of a means of exchange, classical conclusions on monetary and fiscal policy are totally legitimate.
First of all this is true for inflation and central bank independence. Ricardo, in particular, was worried that the Bank of England (BoE) could create too much money (producing inflation and instability), because the State and the central bank can do nothing to improve the economy but they can damage it by printing too many banknotes. He wrote (1821 [2001] , 257):
There is no point more important in issuing paper money, than to be fully impressed with the effects which follow from the principle of limitation of quantity. It will scarcely be believed fifty years hence, that Bank directors and ministers gravely contended in our times, both in parliament, and before committees of parliament, that the issues of notes by the Bank of England, unchecked by any power in the holders of such notes, to demand in exchange either specie, or bullion, had not, nor could have any effect on the prices of commodities, bullion, or foreign exchanges.
The power granted to the BoE is huge and dangerous: "Experience, however, shows, that neither a State nor a Bank ever have had the unrestricted power of issuing paper money, without abusing that power: in all States, therefore, the issue of paper money ought to be under some check and control;
and none seems so proper for that purpose, as that of subjecting the issuers of paper money to the obligation of paying their notes, either in gold coin or bullion" (Ricardo 1821 (Ricardo [2001 , 259).
The most interesting point raised by Ricardo is that he looks at the gold standard as a way to put the central bank under control, a remark similar to the Keynes's idea of a monetary framework as a social convention that a former Governor of the Bank of Italy (Carli 1996, 189-90; our translation) brilliantly summarized as follows: "The gold standard in the period where he worked, was a system that presupposed a society organized in a certain way, with respected ruling classes; a system in which the protest was less violent than the one we know today."
The gold standard or, in more modern versions, the Friedman rule and central bank independence, work if they are accepted by society at large. Only if they are politically and culturally hegemonic, the rules flowing from them are accepted but, as Ricardo (1821 Ricardo ( [2001 , 261) already underlined, the power to issue money is inherently discretionary: "In the present state of the law, [the Bank directors] have the power, without any control whatever, of increasing or reducing the circulation in any degree they may think proper: a power which should neither be intrusted to the State itself, nor to any body in it."
As the genie of the lamp cannot be put back in the bottle, the only solution is independence: "in a free country, with an enlightened legislature, the power of issuing paper money, under the requisite checks of convertibility at the will of the holder, might be safely lodged in the hands of commissioners appointed for that special purpose, and they might be made totally independent of the control of ministers" (Ricardo 1821 (Ricardo [2001 , 264).
Ricardo reached the same conclusions that Kydland-Prescott and Barro-Gordon also reached some 150 years after, disproving the common idea that mathematics makes economics more rigorous or powerful. On the contrary, in many fields the theory merely repeated the ideas of Ricardo and monetarism can be seen as "a sterile return to issues that were discussed, probably on a higher theoretical level, fifty years ago" (Ciocca 1987) . This is true for the theory of money, because after Ricardo, we cannot see new or better analyses and conclusions.
In the decades after the death of Ricardo, the QTM victory can be seen in the success of the currency school with its legal outcome, Peel's Act of 1844, which so tightly restricted the supply of new banknotes that the government was forced to suspend it at every serious crisis (Kindleberger and Aliber 2005) . The subsequent debates did not go further and we can say that even now "Menger's (1892) rational choice analysis of the evolution of monetary systems remains the basis for all neoclassical explanations of money's existence" (Ingham 2001) .
What is true for money is also true for banks, as they are still "useless in an Arrow-Debreu world" (Freixas and Rochet 2008) . In this conceptual framework, a bank is like a pensioner waiting for the money to be paid in his account so that he/she can start to spend (i.e., deposits precede the loans, and the bank is merely an intermediary among savers and borrowers) and what is true for the single bank (or household) is true for the system as a whole. The efficient market hypothesis and financial deregulation are a direct outcome of this conceptual framework.
To propose an alternative framework we should start from the fact that the Smith-Ricardo description of the "rude ages of society" is not an accurate historical portrait but a convenient myth, as anthropologists and historians have frequently explained to the orthodox economists (Wray 2004 ). Coins were invented after at least thirty centuries where another kind of money was in use:
credit money. From these two different theories of money come different perspectives on political economy and public policies. As Goodhart (1998) puts it: "there has been a continuing debate between those who argue that the use of currency was based essentially on the power of the issuing authority (Chartalists)-i.e., that currency becomes money primarily because the coins or monetary instruments more widely are struck with the insignia of sovereignty, and not so much because they happen to be made of gold, silver and copper, or later of paper-and those who argue that the value of currency depends primarily, or solely, on the intrinsic value of the backing of that currency (Metallists)."
Goodhart also underscores that most economists are "M," but most other scholars (e.g.,
anthropologists, numismatists, and historians) are "C." For many centuries, money was a tool of the State (mostly a city State) to run the economy. In fact, besides and before money, we find other tools that are very similar, considering the differences in scientific and technical development, to the ones used in modern times in the field of economic planning. 3 This system of social credit/debt is based on the reciprocal obligation between the State and its citizens where "credit and debt have nothing and never have had nothing to do with gold and silver" (Innes, in Wray 2004) .
Even precious metals became money not because of their intrinsic value but because public institutions started to accept them as such (Hudson, in Wray 2004) . It is this social mechanism that allows a piece of gold (or of paper) to be transformed in money, something that can extinguish debts, preserve value, and give measure to any value (Ingham 2004; see also Hayes 2012 In the modern economy, most money takes the form of bank deposits. But how those bank deposits are created is often misunderstood: the principal way is through commercial banks making loans. Whenever a bank makes a loan, it simultaneously creates a matching deposit in the borrower's bank account, thereby creating new money.
The reality of how money is created today differs from the description found in some economics textbooks:
• Rather than banks receiving deposits when households save and then lending them out, bank lending creates deposits.
• In normal times, the central bank does not fix the amount of money in circulation, nor is central bank money "multiplied up" into more loans and deposits. This alternative theory of money and banking can be used as a basis to put forward a different conception of economic policy. We will show how to build this framework following the main theoretical points linked to money, being aware that, although the "facts" cannot directly decide a theoretical dispute, after the crisis our case is easier and the mainstream conclusions less straightforward.
THE NATURE OF INFLATION
For classical economists, inflation or deflation was linked to a change in the cost of production of gold and silver but had nothing to do with economic activity in general. In the modern version of this idea (the quantity theory of fiat money), inflation is linked to excessive production of money by the central banks due to their attempt to violate economic laws (i.e., the QTM).
In a nutshell the mechanism is the following. If authorities believe that the Phillips curve represents the policy options they have, they will accept more inflation to increase employment. However, in the long run employment is linked to the structural economic dynamics and the attempt to print money to push economic growth will only increase prices. This idea of a long-term vertical Phillips curve (with its consequence: a "natural" rate of unemployment) was given a more sophisticated structure with the dynamic inconsistency debate. The inconsistency arises from the fact that if the QTM applies, it is futile to try reducing unemployment because involuntary unemployment only exists because the system is kept suboptimal by market imperfections.. The State cannot create more employment than markets already do. What it should do, if it should do something at all, is dispose of market imperfection (abolishing wage indexation, crushing unions, and so on). In other words, inflation is the wrong remedy for unemployment. Time inconsistency thus implies the least possible activism, as Kydland and Prescott (1977) point out: "The implication of this analysis is that, until we have such a theory, active stabilization may very well be dangerous and it is best that it not be attempted." The general idea behind this hands-off approach (i.e., a long-term vertical Phillips curve) has been accepted by mainstream economists of all ages since Smith and Ricardo.
The difference is that while Hume or the Chicago teachers of Friedman were convinced of the efficacy of countercyclical policies (even if only for a short time), after Lucas the inefficacy paradigm had reached a temporal conclusions. Activism is always fruitless in every circumstance.
The Phillips curve is always vertical unless markets are disturbed by imperfections.
If by construction activism is self-defeating and no one is surprised when the central bank tries to reduce unemployment by printing money, the solution is tying its hands to fixed rules so that everybody is assured that inflation will be low. 3%, its inflation is low inasmuch as it improves its competitiveness, whereas if its partners have 2%, the very same 3% inflation is high.
In other terms, while for mainstream economics the inflation target assigned to central banks is a kind of platonic ideal, in our framework it is basically a benchmark. The benchmark view should be obvious because that is how also financial markets work. For instance, is the yield of a given bond (say, 3%) is high or low per se? The question makes no sense. A yield of 3% can be high or low depending on the prevailing interest rates for this asset class, the expected inflation (and therefore the real yield), and so on. Why should it be different for money? If we think about how the Maastricht Treaty parameters were built, we can see that they engender the benchmark assumption as the inflation parameter stated that inflation had to be no more than 1.5% higher than the average of the three best-performing States of the EU, not 2 or 5%; unsurprisingly, the parameter for interest rates is built in the same way.
As the Maastricht criteria show, the benchmark view of inflation is compatible with fixed rules.
Indeed, as these rules would be built taking into account a specific situation, not based on a hypothetical, they would be more practical as they allow for distinguishing between a general cause of inflation (for instance, the oil shock) and a specific national cause (just like this is the case for "alpha" and "beta" in the capital asset pricing model [CAPM] ), thus allowing fair comparisons between central banks. Therefore, it is somewhat puzzling, prima facie, that fixed rules are never coupled with the benchmark view of inflation. The problem is that if there is no such thing as an absolute "low" inflation, this absolute cannot be the target of economic policy and inflation becomes a means to an end (for instance, a different income distribution or better competitiveness of national firms). In other words, accepting the benchmark theory of inflation means denying the QTM.
In this alternative framework, the relationship between inflation and unemployment is also different. To understand this, we should start from the classical idea that unemployment is a way to reduce wages. Normally, higher unemployment does the trick and workers accept lower wages and worse conditions. But what if unemployment is not able to subdue the labor force? In 1956, the then-Governor of the Bank of Italy Donato Menichella observed:
It is often argued, moreover, and in perhaps too dogmatic or categorical terms, that at a time of full employment it is sufficient for monetary policy to bring about a little unemployment in order to check an incipient inflationary movement […] . The problem must moreover always be considered in the light of individual circumstances, and of phenomena which may vary, in nature and intensity, as between different times and places. In particular, it must be borne in mind that trade-union policy sometimes tends to overlook the question of the level of employment. (Ciocca 1987) Here it is well explained that the link between inflation and unemployment is not mechanical, and cannot be enclosed by an equation. Just like the gold standard, it is a social convention based on given political and institutional assumptions. If the political balance of forces changes, the Phillips curve changes as well. This was clear to Keynes and even to Marx and Ricardo long before the time inconsistency debate. When unemployment does not work as a threat, inflation can help to regain profitability, as Keynes suggested in the General Theory. In this scenario, inflation is created as a (planned or unplanned) consequence of social and political conflicts, not because central banks produced too much money; this is the effect, not the cause. The Weimar Republic hyperinflation is the quintessential outcome of such social and political conflicts. In calmer situations, inflation is used to prevent income redistribution, as Desai (1973) pointed out: "Inflation is a way of redistributing income away from labor unless labor changes its bargaining strategy to take account of this." Central banks are inside this process because they strongly influence it (Musella 1988 ).
This influence affects income distribution via unemployment and inflation. As for unemployment, central banks can move interest rates to produce unemployment to exert downward pressures on wages (Lunghini 1995) . This should prevent income redistribution. When this measure does not work, inflation can reduce real wages, offsetting income distribution changes. In this framework, inflation stems from a distributional conflict that the State is no longer able to control via fiscal policy. Therefore, monetary policy is concerned with income distribution between labor and capital because central banks must assure stability and, as Minsky (1986b) pointed out: "The critical task of stabilization policy is to prevent sharp decreases in profits."
Here we see the deepest meaning of inflation as a benchmark. In this theoretical framework, inflation is instrumental to income distribution, not a goal per se. The wide debate on the central bank's objective function acquires a different meaning with this different way of looking at inflation.
RULES AND CENTRAL BANK INDEPENDENCE
We have seen that, since its inception, the thought behind the advantages of rules on discretion is the central banks are prevented from interfering with the natural (and efficient) dynamic of the economy. Although, at least since Ricardo, the case for rules has been made by many of the most prominent economists of every epoch, they never succeeded. Even in the 1990s, where the victory of laissez-faire policies was overwhelming it happened that "the last quarter of a century has been characterized by a marked trend towards greater discretion in the setting of monetary policy instruments" (Cottarelli and Giannini 1997) . The reason why, although rule-based policies have been theoretically successful, central banks have always retained their discretion is that the economy is inherently unstable. This is especially true for financial markets. A striking confirmation of this truth is the permanent illusion of the disintermediation promise (Marotta and Pittaluga 1993) . If a set of rules existed for central banking, there could also be a set of rules for banking in general, but if it was possible to reduce banking activity to a set of rules able to connect the present with the future (deterministically or stochastically), banks could be substituted by securities traded on markets and their role could be reduced, at the very best, to rating agencies.
Recent history confirmed that banks are not fading away. On the contrary, their importance has never been greater. The disintermediation mantra was never so far away from reality.
In the mainstream framework, the economy is inherently stable and inflation is due to central banks activism. However, as the structural discretion of banking and central banking activity makes rules ineffective for taming inflation, the other tool to this end is central bank independence (CBI). The idea is that a more independent central banker is less prone to the Phillips curve trick than the government, as they do not face reelection. Now, literature about CBI is huge, although its conclusions were far from being empirically unassailable, even in the 1990s (for instance Bleaney [1996] and Mangano [1998] ). In the mainstream framework, rules and CBI are useful tools against the threat of fiscal dominance, thus accepting a suboptimal Nash equilibrium as the result of uncoordinated policies among the authorities. In the alternative framework the point is, again, the conventional nature of the institutional efficiency of the framework. CBI is effective as far as the general situation allows it. A central bank cannot decide its stance on monetary policy without taking into account its overall implication. Again, it is useful to quote from a former governor: "We asked ourselves whether the Bank of Italy should have refused to refinance public sector deficit […] it would have had the appearance of a monetary policy decision; in reality it would amount to a seditious act that would provoke State paralysis" (Carli 1975 ; our translation).
Central banks were created to help the State in financing themselves and they retain this role in every circumstance. If rules or CBI cannot change the balance of forces in society, fiscal dominance is better than State bankruptcy. At least, this is what every central banker has believed so far.
The discussion about fiscal dominance had a significant development because of the crisis. In fact,
Carli's bitter observation might well have been shared by many governors after 2008, where the very foundations of CBI were savaged. This is for two reasons. Firstly, the public debt trajectory is out of control. As Cecchetti, Mohanty, and Zampolli (2010) remind us: "Since the start of the financial crisis, industrial country public debt levels have increased dramatically. And they are set to continue rising for the foreseeable future." Needless to say, without central bank intervention, this would set a trend towards higher risk premia with a growing cost for the State and, in the end, an almost inevitable default. Secondly, but in reality connected to the first point, private debt is also on the rise, therefore overall financial leverage is high and increasing. The process was under way also before the crisis and it is linked to public policies, in particular the deregulation of financial systems and the decline in interest rates (Debelle 2004) . As a strong deleveraging would spell disaster for the world economy, the only way out is to maintain the total leverage, increasing its State component, while allowing private operators to deleverage. Once again, this means fiscal dominance, although of a different kind.
The higher the leverage, the higher the sensitivity of the public and private sectors alike to movements in interest rates and thus the more fragile the situation. Before the crisis, central banks (especially the Fed) had been criticized for keeping the rates too low. Of course, Greenspan also did it because, as he confessed afterwards, he believed in free-market recipes. But more importantly, central banks did it because they had no choice. This is even truer now. The critiques of fiscal dominance (Bayoumi et al. 2014 ) are tantamount to the idea that central banks can forget the $58 trillion in public debt and the $200 trillion in total debt when deciding their policies.
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The degree of independence of central banks marginally has to do with statutory provisions and the conservativeness of central bankers but it is heavily linked to the level of financial fragility of the economy. In the "new normal" (as the IMF calls the present environment for monetary and fiscal policy), the leverage ratio is so high that monetary policy has lost any independence whatsoever in the institutional setup of central banking. All the sophisticated analyses on how to give the maximum efficacy to monetary policy via the perfect set of rules or the maximum independence to the governors can be left to the historians. The point is how to avoid a new financial meltdown.
THE WORLD OF BARRO-RICARDO EQUIVALENCE (BRE) AND THE NATURE OF DEBT
According to the BRE, an increase in public deficit today, whatever its origin (money or loans), requires higher taxation in the future. As this fact is predicted by taxpayers, they will spend less to be ready when taxes will rise, therefore net private wealth remains unchanged and the stimulus effect of the expansionary policy is neutralized. Thus, the BRE predicts a crowding-out effect that makes fiscal stimulus ineffective and dangerous to financial markets (Barro 2007; Tatom 2009; Forster 2009 ). Moreover, in the BRE world, wealth effects of public policies are irrelevant so that all public policies of the same amount have basically the same effects (Arestis and Sawyer 2003, 2004 ).
All these conclusions rest on the specific assumptions on which the BRE is based (Buiter 1979 ). In particular, we must assume QTM (that also implies full employment), and hence by definition any public policy, makes no sense if we reject the idea that monetary policy is irrelevant to economic growth; as money is not a veil, fiscal policies can be well coordinated with monetary stimulus (Tcherneva 2008) . Secondly, if we reject the representative agent hypothesis, specific policies can help specific sectors of the population. For example, a policy of reducing the tax burden on wealthy individuals, to be financed through the issuing of public debt that will be held by the central bank, implies wealth concentration and not a strong push to demand, due to the different propensity to consume of rich and poor people (Koo 2008) . Another example is the huge wealth effect linked to unconventional monetary policies such as quantitative easings (Dobbs et al. 2013 ).
At any rate, apart from these two hypotheses, there is an even-more striking feature of the BRE:
public and private debts are treated differently. In fact, consumers are so smart that they predict new taxes due to, say, an increase in public pensions but not for an increase in big banks' leverage, although they will be called to pay for both but will only benefit from the first. Let's see a tale of two countries.
Box 1. A comparison between country A(lternative) and country B(arroRicardo)
In country A, the government issues $50 billion in project bonds to modernize ports and roads so that the transport network becomes more efficient. In country B, big banks buy $50 billion in very risky assets. If the BRE holds, taxpayers of country A expect to pay more taxes in the future, taxpayers of country B do not. This is true even if the $50 billion comes in both cases from the central bank.
Let's suppose that in country A, the central bank lends $50 billion to the government buying the project bonds while in country B it lends $50 billion to fund the banks. Although similar, still in the BRE world, taxpayers of country A will start to save more for the future, while taxpayers in country B will not.
However, after 2008, can we believe that the general economic efficiency of the country would be raised if banks buy more dodgy debts while it will decrease if the State builds new infrastructure?
Critics of the BRE also explained that the equivalence can easily be turned on its head. If public bonds are not net wealth, then "there can be no burden on society as a whole as a consequence of the interest payments that have to be made. While it is true that choosing among taxes, borrowing, and printing money will have distributional effects" (Colander 1997) . So the only issue is that more public debt can redistribute income and wealth. Dimensionally, the problem is just not there, as Lerner (1943) observed: "The greater the national debt the greater is the quantity of private wealth.
The reason for this is simply that for every dollar of debt owed by the government there is a private creditor who owns the government obligations […]" We think the crisis has shown that the nature of debt during the crisis (public or private) does not matter while the leverage (i.e., the financial fragility) of the economy, does.
THE DEBT DEFLATION PROCESS AND MICROFOUNDATIONS
Ben Bernanke (1995) , in a major analysis of the Great Depression of the 1930s, wrote that "to understand the Great Depression is the Holy Grail of macroeconomics" but "we do not yet have our hands on the Grail by any means." A number of different explanations have been put forward but, as argued by Bernanke, the problem of prolonged deflationary crises "remains a fascinating intellectual challenge" (Koo 2008) . De Grauwe (2009) identifies four deflationary trends:
Keynesian savings paradox; Fisher's debt deflation; cost cutting deflation; and bank credit deflation. Although different (the first and the third trends concern flow adjustments like saving and profit, the other two are stock deflations) they interact, creating a prolonged slump.
The core issue in debt deflation is the following: markets are prone to panics and euphoria due to a rapid and collective switch in the expectations of market participants (the "beauty contest" proposed by Keynes and discussed, among many, by Akerlof and Shiller [2009] ). Moreover, flow and stock deflations reinforce each other, especially when leverage is increasing, because it ensures financial instability and prevents the balancing mechanisms that normally come into play during recessions for acting. This is also true when the economy faces balance-sheet recessions that produce a dramatic drop in tax revenue and a strong increase in the public expenses (Koo 2008) .
As the prisoner's dilemma metaphor aptly shows, there are no viable private solutions to the problem. This should yield, as a theoretical consequence of how markets work, a rethinking of the role of microfoundations. This is especially important inasmuch as this role was used to discredit alternative approaches because, as Colander (2003) pointed out, the acceptance of the need for microfoundations "undermined many of the Keynesian models as being without microfoundations."
The theoretical stagnation of the general economic equilibrium (GEE) paradigm and the uselessness of its assumptions to explain the crisis are sufficient, to us, to consider the quest for microfoundations futile vis à vis the quest for a viable explanation of economic cycles. Due to the beauty-contest mechanism, general market trends dominate individual behavior and conventions are the real rational expectations. Even in the best possible situation for mainstream economics, where "all agents know each other's aims and anticipate each other's action" (Buiter 1979) , the outcome can still be a crisis due to the prisoner's dilemma mechanism (or as the classical economists would have put it, individual profit maximization). The beauty contest mechanism explains why microfounded recipes to avoid or overcome the crisis are weak. In 2008, like in the 1930s, the solution to the debt deflation spiral has been found in the role of the State (De Grauwe 2009). FF already included the rejection of microfounded theories and public finance orthodoxy, as Colander (2003) observed: "In proposing these rules of functional finance Lerner's purpose was to shift thinking about government finance from principles of sound finance that make sense for individuals-such as a balanced budget-to sound finance principles (now designated as functional finance) that make sense for the aggregate economy in which government spending and taxing decisions affect levels of economic activity."
The economic principles used to explain the budget constraints of an individual (i.e., the microfoundations) are as useful for explaining the role of public finances as a brain tomography is for understanding the political ideas of someone. Economics is trying to find a way to acknowledge this (see for instance, Farmer and Foley [2009] ).
THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF FUNCTIONAL FINANCE: RELEVANT AND IRRELEVANT OBJECTIONS
We have tried to explain why we think the dynamics of inflation, central bank independence, and debt cannot find a proper explanation in the mainstream paradigm while in the FF approach they can.
Functional finance proposes a theoretical framework (Lerner 1943; Wray 2003 Wray , 2009a Wray , 2009b ) that rejects the concept of "sound public finance" in favor of the full utilization of economic resources. Lerner (1943) wrote: "The first financial responsibility of the government (since nobody else can undertake that responsibility) is to keep the total rate of spending in the country on goods and services neither greater nor less than that rate which at the current prices would buy all the goods that it is possible to produce" (see also Arestis and Sawyer [2003] ).
The logic is quite different from the orthodoxy. Full capacity (including full employment) is the ultimate goal for government and central banks. As QTM does not hold, and the system is intrinsically unstable, there are no alternatives to public intervention. In light of these completely different assumptions we can re-read the main issues mentioned so far: inflation, BRE, and CBI.
As we have seen, in this conceptual framework inflation is basically the outcome of a mismatch between what the State can actually do and what it is supposed to do in term of services, income redistribution, and so on. The mismatch can take the form of inflation or public debt increase. In both cases there is a question of sustainability that leads us to go back to the main issue-public versus overall debt.
The first point is dimensional: the debt-to-GDP ratio is historically increasing and it is now at record levels on a world scale (Dobbs et al. 2015) . 7 Does mainstream economics have any viable explanation for this trend? If this is the case, how can it give practical suggestions on how to handle something that it cannot explain? Orthodoxy is also unable to explain why, notwithstanding the hard battle fought under the banner of Thatcher-Reagan-Laffer et al., the State economic retrenchment never materialized. We think alternative theories able to deal with these aspects should be taken into account. This is especially true when considering a specific number as a trigger event to a crisis like the famous 90% figure by Reinhart and Rogoff. 8 Besides those, functional finance implicitly develops another kind of criticism. Lerner wrote in 1943: "As long as the public is willing to keep on lending to the government there is no difficulty, no matter how many zeros are added to the national debt." The willingness of the public is based on the relative riskiness of the different asset classes. Investors can accept buying a sovereign bond of a country with 100% debtto-GDP ratio if the average world ratio is, say 110%, less so if the latter is 60%. Given that high public debt is the new normal and the financial markets know it, functional finance seems a better theoretical framework to assess the soundness of public finance.
The second point we already raised is the composition of debt. In the BRE-Maastricht world, 9 debt
is not all created equal. However, the crises of the last twenty years have demonstrated that private debt matters, not only public debt. So every discussion about the sustainability of public finance should take into account the situation of total debt, not only of public debt. Returning to our comparison, let's give an example:
7 In the following discussion, percentages represent a proportion of GDP. 8 See, for a critique of their work, Herndon, Ash, and Pollin (2013) . 9 We use the Maastricht Treaty conditions as the quintessence of BRE and orthodox theories in general put into an institutional arrangement.
Box 2 . A new comparison between country A(lternative) and country B(arro-Ricardo)
Country A has 70% public debt and 150% overall debt. Country B has 59% public debt and 300% overall debt. According to BRE-Maastricht Treaty criteria, country B is in better shape than country A. However, what happens if a crisis strikes the banking system of the two countries? The States are forced to intervene and the resources they will mobilize depend on the dimension of the financial system (i.e., the overall leverage). If the BRE should be completely rethought on a dimensional plane, it also needs to take into account a composition aspect. State intervention means many different things and although its overall weight on the economy is not changed too much, the specific interventions did change, as
Minsky already pointed out long in advance (see, for instance, Minsky [1986a] ). Nowadays, public expenditures no longer reduce inequality or they do it a lot less than before (OECD 2014), especially if we take into account the economic role of the State as a whole (i.e., the interests paid on the public debt, the purchase of products and services from the private sector, and so on). The change in the composition of State expenses is irrelevant in the context of mainstream BREMaastricht consensus, but its consequences on economic growth and income distribution are important (as Lerner already suggested), hence its impact on financial stability, something that is now even too obvious: when wages do not cope with economic growth, financial leverage goes up, pushing the world into a Ponzi position. In the context of high leverage, warnings about FF as a threat to "sound finance" make no sense. In fact, in the FF approach an increase/decrease of public debt is good or bad if it is able to improve the overall macroeconomic conditions of a country. This is the necessary starting point for debating public debt and deficit today.
In doing this, the FF approach can help to reverse the long-term regression of fiscal policy in favor of monetary policy (Casadio, Paradiso, and Sarcinelli 2009) . As the dominance of monetary policy produced a colossal growth of the financial system across the world economy and a record income and wealth inequality, the return to fiscal policies (including a new relationship between the government and the central bank) can help financial stability. Therefore, let's see how to reply to the critiques of FF.
A first critique is based on the supposed allocative distortions produced by public debt. As we noted, this is a truism inasmuch as it is based on the hypothesis that the economy is already running at its best (after all, if ain't broken don't fix it). As in the real world, the economy breaks all too often; this danger is not material. What is at stake is the following: Is public debt able to put economy back on its feet? If this is the case, confidence will raise and private investment will increase. The private or public nature of the investment is not so important. If Airport Enterprises, Ltd. issues $5 billion to renew its infrastructure, are the consequences on the economy different whether it is listed on the stock exchange or it is owned by the State? We think the crisis has demonstrated that debts are debts. Private investment is not low because of the BRE, but because private investors predict low growth for long time. This is due to inequality and low wages, not to public intervention, and austerity is only worsening the situation. However, we must also be reminded that by the same token, the unprecedented lowering of interest rates cannot prop up private investment alone. To give an example, when the world car industry's excess capacity is in the range of 30 million units out of a capacity of 90 million, what is the point in investing to create new car factories, even if interests rate are negative?
The second aspect is that public borrowing is accused of having adverse effects on the markets, including labor and financial markets (Greenspan 2009 ). These conclusions should be connected with the situation before the crisis, which witnessed a record increase in income and wealth inequality, and the victory of laissez-faire policies in labor as well as in financial markets (Kumhof and Rancière 2010) . That Greenspan believed it comes as no surprise. After all he said (2007, 231):
"I would tell audiences that we were facing not a bubble but a froth-lots of small, local bubbles that never grew to a scale that could threaten the health of the overall economy." This is the laissezfaire prescience that pushed central banks to scrutinize State expenses for troubles to come while ignoring the build-up of a colossal Ponzi scheme in the private financial markets. Now we can see which was the strongest danger for world economy. Public borrowing did not have adverse effects on the markets but the other way round.
A third point is that fiscal dominance can yield inflation. Now, inflation is nowhere to be seen.
QTM supporters explain that inflation will materialize "at a later stage." This is not particularly useful though. To paraphrase an old aphorism, even a mistaken theory is right twice a century. ratio, while other countries were destroyed by financial speculation with a much lower ratio. This aspect should calm the most extreme supporters of the modern monetary theory (MMT). As Aspromourgos (2014) explains: "Public debt which is either foreign-owned (especially if foreigncurrency-denominated), or a potential liability to make payment in something else other than fiat domestic currency (notably, a gold-convertible domestic currency), raises additional difficulties and constraints, primarily because involving assets that government cannot freely create ex nihilo." For the euro area, which has a single central bank but dozens of sovereign issuers, many have proposed a mechanism of mutualization to reach a situation more akin to Japan, but to no avail so far (Varoufakis 2014) . After the crisis, economists should also investigate if the completely free circulation of capital with its consequences of financial deregulation, off-shore centers, the rise in money laundering, and so on is something that really benefits the world economy.
Secondly, there is an issue of accountability and transparency in public expenditures ("value for money"). The southern countries of the euro area are often accused of corruption and insufficient efficiency of their public administration. This was part of an all-out ideological battle against everything public, a battle to help firms' profitability via deregulation, privatization, and so on.
However, we should keep the baby while throwing the bath water away. An efficient use of public money in a time of high public debt is more important than ever. And the FF approach must take this issue into account as we will see.
Finally, as far as CBI is concerned, we have explained why the growth of the financial system and of the overall leverage has stripped the central banks of any real independence. But there is a different meaning of independence that has emerged during the crisis. Central banks decided to dismiss mainstream wisdom and save the world. They were discretionary, unpredictable, and heterodox to the extreme. They showed a remarkable independence-not from the government but from wrong theories. They ended up with an expanded function in the economy as lenders/investors of last resort (roughly doubling their assets since the start of the crisis) and in other roles. The events during and after the crisis were a remarkable confirmation that rules cannot help. The world economy cannot simply be fit into them.
The crisis also confirms that every aspect of the economy-the conduct of monetary policy, the institutional design of central banking, the role of public and private debt, the nature of inflation-is interconnected and linked to the more basic issue: the nature of money. That is why an alternative approach can help on all these matters.
PUBLIC FINANCE AND ECONOMIC STABILIZATION: A PRAGMATIC APPROACH
The discussion about the effectiveness of countercyclical measures is normally limited to the analysis of a single country. However, the situation of a generalized crisis of the world economy is different and the fragility more lasting (Spilimbergo et al. 2009 ). This brings us back to the inability of a micro-based theory to analyze the present situation. Whereas a specific measure is suitable to help a single country to escape recession, the same policy cannot help when the weakness is generalized. A glaring example is the export-led recovery strategy that is, by definition, not feasible worldwide. The same is true for austerity that can help the public finances of a single country but when used by every nation is counterproductive. What counts in this situation is not so much the quantitative direct effect of the single measure but its capacity to reduce uncertainty and instability-the signaling effect. Therefore, when we consider the efficacy of a specific measure, fiscal and monetary policy alike, we must start from this aspect: its practical effectiveness when used on a worldwide scale.
FF can help in this context, for two main reasons. First of all, it does not consider public finance as if it were the finance of a single private agent and underlines the overall effects of expansionary fiscal policy. Secondly because it is basically a "whatever-it-takes" approach ante litteram, that sets aside the "traditional doctrine about what is sound or unsound" (Lerner 1943) . FF has been traditionally criticized for its alleged indeterminacy and discretionality in terms of targets and timeliness. We explained why, after Lerner, the theory has favored fixed rules (in fiscal as well as monetary policy); this is also because rules are more accountable and transparent (Balassone and Franco 2004) . However, in a structurally uncertain environment such as the post-crisis world economy, flexibility is preferable to fixed parameters. As for "credibility" and "reputation," we think that a government or a central bank that, sticking to the rules, allows an economic meltdown will not retain much credibility and reputation, while a "whatever-it-takes" approach, although difficult to translate into fixed rules, if effective, will raise them. We should only add the need of an accurate coordination of expansionary policies to ensure their maximum efficacy.
If the need of a generalized fiscal expansion is now easier to accept due to the inability of conventional and unconventional monetary policies to revamp the economy, the concrete measures can vary. The FF approach is based on public investment because it has two positive features: it reduces the overall production costs, both directly and indirectly, and it increases productivity (see the reading of Lerner proposed by Forstater [2003] ). Above all, public investment creates most new economic sectors from scratch, whereas private investment intervenes only after they are already established, for obvious uncertainty reasons (Mazzucato 2013) . In other words, public investment in innovation is by far more productive than private investment.
Of course, public investment increases productivity when it is carefully selected. As for the dimension of these projects, they should be assessed analyzing the general budget of the Stateconsumption and investment-and an appropriate financial balance between the two components should be established (Balassone and Franco 2004) . If we accept that in the medium to long run, public investment is more than self-repaying, constraints to the expansion of State investment are only represented by the need to maintain stability in terms of inflation and debt markets (Aschauer 1998 ), but this is also true for private investment, as recent history has painfully taught.
Secondly, public investment increases income and wealth equality, as they benefit most or all citizens. This is a decisive step in helping economic growth, but to tackle inequality that is detrimental to growth and productivity other measures are needed, such as a wage policy able to avoid strong changes in income quotas and rigorous taxation on income and wealth. It is true that these Keynesian recipes are more difficult to realize in a globalized world. However, when the States were forced to save the banking system, they did it, notwithstanding the globalized nature of the banking activity. The question is the political willingness to intervene.
These aspects are important, but there is an even more important characteristic of public investment: its coordination-confidence restoring role. In the banking system, this role is played by lending of last resort. As financial markets are based on the logic of the prisoner's dilemma/beauty contest, public intervention represents an irreplaceable signal of confidence. This is an old idea that goes back at least to Bagehot. Lending of last resort is the only way to convince markets that the State is behind the banking system whatever the troubles will be, so that investors keep or regain their temper. FF has basically the same role for the economy as a whole. Just like it would be pointless to underline that emergency lending by central banks crowds out private funding (the latter is simply not there), the crowding-out effect works very differently from how the BRE predicts also in fiscal matters. If the State does not restore the market's confidence, investment will first collapse and then stay low. It is State passivity that crowds out private investors. Without public intervention, uncertainty cannot be dissolved and uncertainty produces a collapse of private investment. In general, if QTM does not hold, private investment increases when overall demand is increasing.
FUNCTIONAL FINANCE IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY
The FF approach suggests a new way to assess the degree of freedom enjoyed by a State balancing its economic intervention with its resources (Bell 1999; Nell and Forstater 2002; Forstater 2003) .
First of all, the FF approach rejects the idea that a balanced budget is intrinsically good whatever its impact on the economy (Seccareccia 2010a (Seccareccia , 2010b . In fact, the fiscal choices made by many governments after 2008 show that the mainstream consensus was based on very hollow assumptions. However, interventions are not all the same. They can target specific sectors of the population and can have different timing if political conflicts delay their adoption (Alesina, Ardagna, and Trebbi 2006) . Political consensus is particularly important today, because stabilization policies were very costly and much of the population has been damaged by the crisis directly (because of unemployment, wage cuts, and so on) and indirectly when they were called to pay for the stabilization policies. As pointed out by Taccone (2008) , a government needs accurate and shared criteria for economic compensation, so that the different categories of public expenditure can be prioritized according to widely shared principles.
FF takes into account these considerations as well as the lack of credible criteria to determine the sustainability of public debt (Pasinetti 1998) . The FF focus is always on economic growth: can deficit spending, with the specific measures taken by the government, raise growth and productivity? Cutting State resources during a slump does not reduce debt, as the case of Greece shows conclusively. A famous aphorism by Keynes sums this up brilliantly: "Look after employment and the budget will look after itself" (quoted in Garside [1990] ). On the other hand, a continuous expansion of the debt is not efficient. But again, this is not true only for public debt but for debt as a whole, because when the leverage increases too much, financial markets are ruled by (mostly involuntary) Ponzi schemes, forcing the State to bail them out. When debt-to-income (or debt-to-GDP) is so high, it cannot be repaid. As is very often the case, the classics knew better.
Adam Smith (1776 Smith ( [2007 , 725-26) explains:
When national debts have once been accumulated to a certain degree, there is scarce, I believe, a single instance of their having been fairly and completely paid. The liberation of the public revenue, if it has ever been brought about at all, has always been brought about by a bankruptcy; sometimes by an avowed one, though frequently by a pretended payment. The raising of the denomination of the coin has been the most usual expedient by which a real public bankruptcy has been disguised under the appearance of a pretended payment.
In the euro area, where the national States cannot print money, the only solution left is a de facto or formal debt consolidation (Forges Davanzati 2009). If we exclude ways to bypass austerity using, for instance, a complementary currency, the loss of monetary policy flexibility adds a limit to the other mechanisms the States already have (trade balance, credibility on the international markets, and so on). For this reason the most rigorous theorists of FF are against any form of monetary independence from the State (Nersisyan and Wray 2010) . The question is how much a country with a "normal" currency (that is not the US dollar) can withstand the pressures of the markets. This is the independence that matters. All in all, it is crucial in this situation that the FF approach comes with a set of principles able to guide government actions over time. True, there is no guarantee that State expenditure will be effective in leading to economic development, but this is also the case with private investment. What is needed is a structured management of public finances to foster concrete policies suitable for changing course.
Traditionally, FF has been described as obeying the following principles (as redrafted by Colander 1) The State must keep a reasonable level of demand in all circumstances. If unemployment is too high, the State should increase expenditure or cut taxes. If, on the other hand, the labor market is so tight that inflation starts to increase, the State should reduce its expenditure or increase taxes. The principle is to use government spending as a stabilizer.
2) Monetary policy should be aimed at creating, using interest rates and its other tools, the level of investment needed to guarantee full employment (Lerner calls these two principles "the first financial responsibility of the government").
3) Assured the full utilization of resources, the State should pursue a balanced budget, i.e., this objective is subordinate to full employment.
Colander observed that these principles, which enjoyed academic and political success in the 1950s and 60s, proved to be insufficient-in terms of a politically and socially acceptable unemployment and inflation rates-from the mid-1970s onwards. This meant the death knell for FF as a viable theoretical alternative. Starting in the 1980s, universities and authorities were (re)conquered by QTM supporters, with the all-due consequences-rules rather than activism, inflation is a problem unemployment is not, inequality-that is greed, to quote Gordon Gekko, is good and financial markets are efficient.
The laissez-faire victory also influenced the FF approach: Colander included a fourth principle by which the government should pursue price stabilization policies and coordinate the above principles with the inflation level set by the central bank. At the time, inflation was presented as the biggest economic problem, if not the only economic problem. This has completely changed after the crisis, and in the "new normal" the fourth principle seems largely outmoded. Inflation is not of any concern and the real issue facing States and their central banks is how to combine the set of policies available to overcome the crisis. Therefore, we believe that in the new scenario a "fourth 2.0" principle can help: the State should implement policies able to boost efficiency and productivity by increasing the nation's human and technological capital.
Our principle should not be read as confined to, for instance, infrastructure. A more efficient public administration or better universities also enhance productivity. Public investment efficiency should be judged by this very broad meaning. This principle is complementary to the first three: public investment should be conducted in the framework of the full utilization of economic resources, especially full employment, so that distributive justice and resource allocation help each other (Musgrave 1959) .
With the crisis, the horizon of public policies is getting shorter because a very frustrated electorate tends to change party en masse, so that government is not interested in long-term strategies but only in their immediate survival. This trend worsens the situation as public money is not used to permanently strengthen the economy. Therefore our fourth principle is more important than ever.
We will try to show how to transform these principles in specific policies.
THE "HOW TO DO" LIST
In a celebrated comical sketch an Italian comedian, impersonating a famous entrepreneur, is lecturing the nation on how to revamp the economy when, asked about how to do it specifically, he apologizes that he has lost the "how to do" list. Even if the FF approach is above all a general idea, we will try not to follow the same path. In particular, we will touch on three points: dimension, composition-sequence, and accountability of public intervention.
The first point is connected to the laws posed by Lerner as the essence of FF ("the first financial responsibility of the government"). Basically, this dimension is connected to full employment. It can be argued that the FF approach implicitly entails an active policy to reach full employment like, for instance, the "employment of last resort" program proposed by Minsky (see Mastromatteo and Esposito [2014] on the issue). As long as there are unemployed workers, public intervention is not enough.
The second point is more complex. Is there a better menu of interventions in terms of investmentconsumption mix, sectoral investment, a specific sequence of public policies, and so on? Traditional wisdom states that the government cannot know better, so it's better to simply give out money (normally in the form of tax rebates) and let the people decide how to spend it. However, confronted with serious difficulties, governments and central banks have renounced traditional wisdom. When the banking system collapsed with Lehman Brothers, no one proposed to give any citizen, say, $30,000 to spend as they wished. All the efforts were concentrated on bailing out the banks. In other words-when the going gets tough, the State knows better. We also think this is the case for economic growth. Generally speaking the intervention of the State should be aimed at pushing for a fairer income and wealth distribution, which is also conducive to higher economic growth. For scale and scope of economies reasons, we think this intervention is better made in kind rather than giving monetary subsidies. For instance, the State can build kindergartens or can give every family with a toddler a tax rebate. We prefer the first option because it is more productive. At present, the bulk of domestic work is done by women for free with very low productivity; socialization would enormously increase overall productivity, reducing the costs of reproduction of the labor force. It is not by chance that the northern States, like Scandinavia, where more domestic work is socialized, the labor force is more productive and more women enter the labor market.
As for investment, we also prefer a direct intervention to tax rebates because of uncertainty. The future is uncertain, and private investors are frightened by uncertainty, which only the State can dissipate. This is one of the main arguments in favor of an active employment policy, as Lerner (1943) observed: "since one of the greatest deterrents to private investment is the fear that the depression will come before the investment has paid for itself, the guarantee of permanent full employment will make private investment much more attractive." Moreover, full employment forces firms to rely on innovation to compete and not on cutting wages. We have known this at least since Ricardo. That is why the most innovative countries are the ones with the highest wages. This shows that the dimensional aspect is also linked to a composition effect. If the public intervention is big enough it also has the strength to start private initiatives, but the primum movens is the State.
The same idea of an industrial policy is anathema for orthodox economics and yet the reality on the ground is that no private investor can afford the deep and overwhelming uncertainty that surrounds a breakthrough innovation, something that changes the social and economic landscape, like internet did. Even venture capitalists start to finance a sector when the outcome (in terms of profits) is four to five years away. In fact, almost any major technological breakthrough is based on massive State investment (Mazzucato 2013) . This is obvious because we are talking about projects that will start to yield profits after years or even decades. Therefore, as the direct and indirect intervention of the State in industrial R&D has been falling for years, sweeping technological advancements are lagging.
Uncertainty is the main reason why basic infrastructures (including what was needed for the information and communications technology revolution) were built by public investment, although sometimes they are now in private hands. Uncertainty is also linked to the issue of different technical standards. The State chooses a standard so that private firms and investors can focus on it avoid the wasting of resources. This is also efficient because the victory of a privately chosen standard is a painful and costly process and does not ensure an optimal outcome but only the survival of the strongest and most ruthless alliance behind the winning standard (for instance, Katz and Shapiro [1985] ). This alliance tends to suffocate any alternative, albeit technologically superior, for the so-called "dominance design effect" (Suarez and Utterback 1995) .
The role of the State should be concentrated in long-term investment able to increase total productivity. This means, above all, infrastructure and collective services. We are talking about, broadly speaking, pure or quasi-pure public goods, marginally produced by the private sector. Even when there are privately owned firms that offer them, they never target the whole market; on the contrary they discriminate (market skimming) leaving the State to serve the most problematic and costly clients. This is also the reason why private firms are often "more efficient": they simply choose the most profitable customers. This is the case, for instance, with public transportation or healthcare. Needless to say, this kind of cherry picking exacerbates social inequality. In many cases, there is also an issue of fraud and regulatory capture (Enron and the banking sector are among the most striking examples of both). On the contrary, full employment policies and public investment increase fairness and equality. This helps economic growth in many different ways. This is especially true for debt: good and stable wages reduce financial leverage so that the State will save enormous amount of money at a later stage.
The third point is accountability. This is strictly linked to the first two issues. In fact, we have a dimensional accountability and a compositional accountability. The first kind of accountability is based on the first three principles, the second kind on the fourth. Overall they are what is needed to assure that FF principles are used for good.
Dimensional accountability is linked to financial prudence. Here we have different opinions even among State interventionists. For instance, Minsky, who never held back from criticizing laissez-faire policies, stressed the importance of a public sector with a solid financial structure, as part of a robust financial structure of the economy (Minsky 1986a ). This prudence is not shared by the most ardent FF supporters, who underline that it would be in conflict with Lerner's third law, which asserts the priority of economic (monetary and fiscal) policy over the objectives of sound finance.
Furthermore, according to the more radical Chartalist interpretations (Wray 2003 (Wray , 2009c , limits on the public budget are artificial as long as a State can print money. In this approach, the State is not bound by any particular quantitative threshold, unlike private operators, who are restricted by their income. In reality, the long-term historical trend of financial leverage shows that for families and private firms the limit is also very flexible. This flexibility is also possible for public bond issuing.
Dimensionally public finances should have the right composition, as Lerner (1943) observed:
If the public becomes reluctant to keep on lending, it must either hoard the money or spend it. If the public hoards, the government can print the money to meet its interest and other obligations, and the only effect is that the public holds government currency instead of government bonds and the government is saved the trouble of making interest payments. If the public spends, this will increase the rate of total spending so that it will not be necessary for the government to borrow for this purpose; and if the rate of spending becomes too great, then is the time to tax to prevent inflation. The proceeds can then be used to pay interest and repay government debt. In every case Functional Finance provides a simple, quasi-automatic response.
The generosity needed to keep the financial system afloat after 2008 shows that fiscal prudence is subordinated to a sort of survival test. In the long run we can agree that public finance should be balanced but, again, this makes sense only looking at the whole picture-that is at the financial leverage of the economy.
The second kind of accountability is linked to the control of the State's role in the economy. This is a multi-faceted theme. First of all, there is an issue of transparency towards the citizens. The criteria behind the use of public money should be clear and unambiguous. For instance this means transparent criteria in recruitment, in the priority lists of beneficiaries of public programs, and so on.
A clear set of rules is the first necessary step, but it is not much if there is no effective enforcement.
Every modern State has some form of the Italian "Corte dei Conti" or the US Government Accountability Office (GAO), a State supervisory body that controls how public money is spent.
These structures are vital and they should operate in the most effective way. However, they are not enough. Public projects are a way to give products and services to specific sectors of the population.
It is important that these programs are not seen as something coming from far away but that are built, implemented, and monitored by the population itself.
Therefore, we think that the government should create a State agency similar to a banking supervisory authority in charge of controlling how public money is spent (let's call it PFS-public finance supervisor). 11 However in order to effectively monitor how public money is spent, it is mandatory to mobilize the population itself. Only local communities, interested citizens, and so on have the possibility of ensuring that public money goes where it is needed. Therefore, this public body should set up a small local control commission comprised of citizens adequately trained by the PFS, PFS-nominated experts, and representatives of public workers (approximately one-third each, for nine total representatives). This commission should be in charge of verifying the effectiveness of the projects undertaken and could be, in a sense, a local branch of the PFS. The active participation from below and the expertise and coordination from the PFS could ensure that public money was being used efficiently. Every school, every hospital, and every major infrastructure project would have a PFS branch able to control what's happening on the ground. As for the practical toolkit of this supervision, the experience of banking supervision can easily help: on-site inspections, off-site analysis of a structured series of efficiency indicators, analysis of the quality of management, consumer protection tools, and so on. In this context, the PFS local branch would be similar to a resident examiner in the US banking-supervision tradition.
One can think of many other ways to reach the same goal, that is to mobilize the population that enjoys (or suffers from) the output of public finances to monitor their efficacy. Here we have only
given some examples to stress the importance of the issue.
CONCLUSIONS AND ISSUES FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: FUNCTIONAL FINANCE AND CONTEMPORARY CAPITALISM
As reminded euphemistically by Bayoumi et al. (2014) : "The global financial crisis challenged the existing monetary policy paradigm." Indeed, mainstream paradigm as a whole has shown to be useless in understanding, preventing, or curing the crisis. The "new normal" has helped the resurrection of fiscal policy even if we are only at the beginning of a discussion about the scientific viability of different theories. We think the conspicuous task of revamping the world economy 11 For a specific application of this scheme to the employment-of-last-resort project, see Mastromatteo and Esposito (2014) .
requires a new approach. The words of Lerner (1943) seem prescient: "to grapple with this problem even if it involves a little careful thinking and even if the thought proves somewhat contrary to our preconceptions." Quite contrary indeed.
We suggest that developments in the world economy confirm the suggestions made by Lerner and Minsky. As financial leverage is enormous and climbing, no one has a balanced budget anymore, not even over the cycle. Moreover, the longer the period of stability the more destabilizing it is, exactly because it prepares the ground for financial fragility.
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This turnaround is somewhat facilitated as conclusions stemming from the traditional wisdom are under review. This is especially true for the relationship between monetary and fiscal policy.
Central banks accomplished their duties avoiding the meltdown of the banking system with a whatever-it-takes approach. They cannot do much more apart from helping fiscal policy. It is the turn of fiscal policy to overcome stagnation. Monetary and fiscal policy, as well as the financial regulatory framework, should all have the same objective that can be summarized in the famous Draghi's (2012) dictum: To do whatever it takes to spur long-term economic growth.
After the failure of the mainstream consensus, FF deserves to be deepened as it has a distinctive approach to any major issue on the table. It entails a different relationship between fiscal and monetary policy, the trashing of fixed-rules policies in favor of discretion that is not equal to erratic behavior but means creativity and boldness, overcoming central bank independence, and the BarroRicardo equivalence. The FF approach has been accused of being vague, but vagueness is in re ipsa. Banks, finance, and money are based on confidence and confidence is nothing that can be measured or maintained by adhering to rules. In fact, central banks already renounced rules and embraced the core message of the FF approach. However the overall stance of economic policy is still based on discredited assumptions. It is time to accept in the realm of theory what it is already practiced by public authorities.
In this work we have tried to explain how to develop the FF approach to take into consideration the most important features of world the economy, especially as far as financial stability is concerned.
The FF approach is based on a long-term outlook for the economy as a way to overcome short-term problems and short-termism as a political dead end. Public intervention in the economy should pursue the goal of increasing the productivity of the economic system, with a view to achieving sustainable growth and, over time, allowing the debt to be suitably refinanced, managed, and reduced.
Luckily, the fear of (public) deficit and debt did not stop central banks and government from saving the banks. This is the right approach in general. Too much financial leverage is the most serious threat to long-term growth. What is needed is a macroeconomic strategy able to reduce it. Austerity is not able to do it. In fact, after years of austerity, financial leverage and fragility are more worrisome than before. Only a structural increase in economic growth can do it. We proposed a framework for determining the dimension and the composition of this intervention and how to keep it accountable, taking into account the "new normal" for the world economy and the fact that traditional conclusions about the efficiency of "private solutions," the invisible hand, and so on are, at best, dubious.
We explained why a wide public intervention is mandatory for sustaining economic growth, but we are aware that there is much work to do to give operational suggestions. First of all, it is true that basically every new economic sector after WWII has been created by public investment. However many or most of this investment was connected to the needs of the Cold War. It is not a historical accident that after the demise of the USSR, public investment has declined. Given that no one can hope for a new Cold War, what is at stake is how to create the same sense of total mobilization and deep focalization without risking a thermonuclear Armageddon. President Lyndon B. Johnson proposed a War on Poverty, something that is more relevant than ever. Similarly, we could think about a War on Climate Change to completely reshape the world industrial machine.
The second point is financial leverage. FF explains why State finances are an opportunity for economic growth and not a risk. This has been proved since 2008, but FF must also take into account the fact that leverage is high and increasing. An overall deleveraging can be achieved only with a strong acceleration of growth. For the time being, the only solution is to modify the composition of total debt, increasing the public part to help corporate profitability. This has always been the policy on the ground even during laissez-faire infatuations. The question is that public money has been given without conditions. In fact, the financial behemoths that were saved by taxpayers are still there, bigger and as reckless as before 2008. It is true that banking regulation has been tightened, but the overall weight of big banks has not been touched. In fact, the markets are not impressed by this crackdown, as can be seen in the record level of market indicators. This situation is economically and politically untenable. These are all issues that deserve more research. All in all, we believe that this is the right time for reconsidering many policies, whether financial deregulation or the total freedom of financial movement that has proved disastrous even in orthodox narratives. It is the right time for innovative thinking. The practical men that, according to Keynes, are "usually slaves of some defunct economist," have demonstrated remarkable bravery in breaking this slavery. Economics should be restarted from here. 13 As quoted in The Economist (October 12, 2013) .
